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Abstract 
This paper discusses parallel iteration schemes for collocation-based, symmetric Runge-Kutta (SRK) methods for 
solving nonstiff initial-value problems. Our main result is the derivation of four A-stable SRK corrector methods of 
orders 4, 6, 8 and 10 that optimize the rate of convergence when iterated by means of the highly parallel fixed-point 
iteration process. The resulting PISRK method (parallel iterated SRK method) shows considerably increased 
efficiency when compared with the fixed-point iteration process applied to Gauss-Legendre correctors. 
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1. Introduction 
In the literature, a number of parallel numerical methods have been proposed to solve the 
initial-value problem (IVP) for the system of nonstiff first-order ordinary differential equations 
(ODES) 
dYW 
- =f(yW). dt (1.1) 
Most of them are based on the highly parallel fixed-point iteration (or predictor-corrector 
iteration) using a Runge-Kutta (RK) corrector already available in the literature (e.g., the 
Gauss-Legendre methods (cf. [6,9,11])). These correctors possess a high order of accuracy and 
excellent stability properties for generating parallel methods. In the present paper, we propose 
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a new class of symmetric RK methods of collocation type, called SRK methods, in which the 
abscissas are chosen such that the RK matrix has a minimized spectral radius. This property 
leads to an improved rate of convergence when applying the parallel iteration scheme. Like the 
conventional Gauss-Legendre methods, the resulting SRK methods are A-stable (cf. Section 
3.3). However, the particular location of the abscissas decreases the order of accuracy of the 
SRK methods when compared with the Gauss-Legendre methods. To be more precise, in 
general, an s-stage SRK method is of order p = s or p = s + 1 depending on whether s is even 
or odd, whereas an s-stage Gauss-Legendre method has order p = 2s. On a sequential 
computer, this would be a serious sacrifice, because for a given order p, the increased number 
of stages of the SRK correctors increases the computational work per iteration considerably. 
But on parallel computers, the sequential computational work is independent of the number of 
stages. 
The parallel iterated SRK methods (PISRK methods) developed in this paper have the same 
predictor-corrector nature as the parallel iterated RK methods (PIRK methods) proposed in 
[ll] and the block PIRK methods (BPIRK methods) of [lo]. The predictor formula is based on 
extrapolation of preceding stage and step point values (cf. Section 3.1). Stability investigations 
reveal that the PISRK methods have sufficiently large stability regions for nonstiff problems 
(see Section 3.3). In Section 4, we compare the efficiency of PISRK methods with that of the 
PIRK and the BPIRK methods by means of a number of numerical experiments. These 
comparisons show that for a given order of accuracy, the efficiency of the PISRK methods is 
much higher than the efficiency of the PIRK methods and comparable with or superior to that 
of the BPIRK methods. If we take into account that PISRK methods need much less processors 
for their implementation than needed by the BPIRK methods, we conclude that the PISRK 
methods are more attractive than the BPIRK methods. 
2. Symmetric IN methods 
In this section, we construct various symmetric RK methods that will serve as correctors for 
the parallel iteration scheme. For simplicity of notation, we assume that (1.1) is an autonomous, 
scalar equation. However, all considerations below can be straightforwardly extended to a 
system of ODES, and therefore also to nonautonomous equations. For autonomous, scalar 
equations, the general s-stage RK method then assumes the form 
y,=eY,+hAf(y,)> Y,+l=Y,+hb=f(Y,)> (2.1) 
where A is an s X s matrix, b and e are s-dimensional vectors, e is the vector with unit entries, 
and Y, is the stage vector corresponding to the nth step. Furthermore, we use the convention 
that for any given vector v = (u,), f(y) denotes the vector with entries f(uj>. From now on, we 
assume that the RK method (2.1) is a collocation method based on symmetrically distributed, 
distinct collocation points (that is, the vector c = Ae is such that the abscissas t, + c$ are 
symmetric with respect to t, + $z). These RK methods will be referred to as SRK methods. 
They form a special family of the class of symmetric RK methods (cf. [4, p.2171). 
The collocation principle ensures that the SRK method is of at least order p = s. The order 
can be increased by satisfying the orthogonality relation (cf., e.g., [4, p.20711 
1 s 
/ r-u x - cJx’-’ dx = 0. 0 i-1 (2.2) 
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It is easily verified that this condition is automatically satisfied for j = 1 if s is odd. Thus, we 
have the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. An s-stage SRK method is of order p = s ifs is even and of order p = s + 1 if s is 
odd. 
This leads us to restrict our considerations to SRK methods with an odd number of stages. 
In Section 3, it will turn out that it is convenient to iterate A-stable SRK correctors. 
Therefore, we now briefly discuss the A-stability of SRK methods. It is well known that RK 
methods are A-stable if the stability function is analytic in the left half-plane (I)-:= {z E @: 
Re( z) < 0) (i.e., if the eigenvalues of the matrix A lie in the right half-plane C+:= {z E C: 
Re(z) > 0)) and if it is bounded by 1 on the imaginary axis. Since SRK methods possess stability 
functions of modulus 1 along the imaginary axis, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. An s-stage SRK method is A-stable if A has its eigenualues in the right half-plane. 
3. Parallel-iterated SRK methods 
Starting with the RK method (2.1), we consider the following fixed-point iteration scheme: 
Yn(j)=eyn+hAf(Y,(j-I)), j=l,..., m, (3.lb) 
Y n+l = y, + hb’f ( Y;‘“‘) . (3.k) 
By using information from the preceding step, that is, the values of y, and the stage vector 
Y,‘?], we may define a predictor formula of the form 
Y(O) = VY,‘“! + WY,, n (3.la) 
where I/ is an s X s matrix and w is an s-dimensional vector, both determined by order 
conditions (see Section 3.1). Notice that the s components of the vectors f(Yij)) can be 
computed in parallel, provided that s processors are available. Hence, the computational time 
needed for one iteration of (3.lb) is equivalent to the time required to evaluate one right-hand 
side function f on a sequential computer. Thus, in (3.1) the number of sequential evaluations 
of f per step of length h equals m + 1. 
Regarding the prediction formula (3.la) as the predictor method and (2.1) as the corrector 
method, (3.1) may be considered as a conventional predictor-corrector (PC) method (in 
P(EC)“E mode). This parallel PC method (3.1) is of the same nature as the PIRK methods 
(parallel iterated RK methods) considered in [ll], and only differs by its predictor (3.la) and 
the underlying SRK corrector. In analogy with the PIRK methods, method (3.1) will be called a 
PISRK method (parallel iterated SRK method). 
3.1. Order conditions for the predictor method 
The order conditions for the predictor formula (3.la) can be derived straightforwardly using 
Taylor expansions. We obtain an order-s predictor if 
71;[(c+e)j-(V.w)aj] =O, a:==(~~, l)T, j=O, l,..., s. (3.2) 
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These conditions determine the matrix (V, w). In order to express (V, wl explicitly in terms of 
c, we define the s X (s + 1) and (s + 1) x (s + 1) matrices P and Q: 
P := (e, (c + e), (c + e)‘, . . . , (c + e)‘), Q := (e*, a, u2,. . . , a’), (3.3a) 
where e* is the (s + 1)-dimensional vector with unit entries. Condition (3.2) can be written in 
the form P - (V, w>Q = 0, where 0 is the s x (s + 1) matrix with zero entries. Since the 
abscissas cj are assumed to be distinct, we can write 
(Y, w) = PQ-‘. (3.3b) 
If (3.3) is satisfied, then the iteration errors associated with the stage vector and step point 
value satisfy the order relations 
Y, - Yn’m)= O(hm+s+i), U,+i -yn+i =ZN[f(Y,) -f(r,(m))] = 0(hm+s+2), 
where u,+i denotes the corrector solution at the step point fn+,. The local truncation error of 
PISRK methods can be written as the sum of the truncation error of the SRK corrector and the 
iteration error of the PISRK method: 
Y(f,+J -Yn+l = (Y(L+J -%+J + (%I+1 -Yn+d = Ow+‘) + O(hm+s+2) = O(hP*+% 
where p is the order of the SRK corrector, p* = min(p, m + s + 1). Thus, we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf the generating SRK corrector method (2.1) is of order p and if (V, w) is defined 
by (3.3), then on s-processor computers the PZSZX method (3.1) represents an explicit method of 
order p* = min(p, m + s + 1) requiring m + 1 sequential right-hand side evaluations per step. 
3.2. Construction of SRZC corrector methods 
In this subsection we concentrate on SRK methods with an odd number of implicit stages 
(s = 3, 5, 7, 9) and we will construct SRK correctors such that the corresponding PISRK 
methods have maximized rates of convergence. The rate of convergence of PISRK methods is 
defined by using the model test equation y’ = Ay, where A runs through the eigenvalues of the 
Jacobian matrix af/ay (cf. [7,10]). For this equation, we obtain the iteration error equation 
Y,“)-Yn=zAIYl(j-‘)-Y,], z:=Ah, j=l,...,m. 
Hence, with respect to the model test equation, the rate of convergence is determined by the 
spectral radius p(A) of the matrix A. We shall call p(A) the convergence factor of the PERK 
method. By requiring that p(zA) < 1, we are led to the convergence condition 
1 1 
lzl<--- 
P(A) 
or h< 
P(A)PW/~Y) ’ 
(3.4) 
We exploit the freedom in the choice of the collocation vector c for SRK correctors for 
minimizing the convergence factor p(A), or equivalently, for maximizing the convergence 
region {t: p( zA) < l}. By a numerical search, we found the collocation points and the 
corresponding convergence factors as listed in Table 3.1 (the specification of the parameters of 
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Table 3.1 
SRK collocation points and convergence factors of PERK and (B)PIRK methods 
Order p Cl C? c3 c4 Convergence factors 
PERK (B)PIRK 
4 0.10300662 0.198 0.289 
6 0.04101173 0.212357 14 0.123 0.215 
8 0.02180707 0.11383597 0.275 443 50 0.089 0.165 
10 0.01348800 0.07067122 0.171897 13 0.31496835 0.070 0.137 
the associated SRK corrector methods can be found in [S, Appendix]). Table 3.1 also lists the 
convergence factors for the Gauss-Legendre-based PIRK methods (we note that PIRK and 
BPIRK methods have identical convergence factors). From these figures, we see that the 
convergence factors of the PISRK methods are substantially smaller than those of the PIRK 
methods of the same order. 
3.3. Stability of PISRK methods 
A numerical computation of the spectrum of the matrix A defining the SRK methods 
derived above shows that all the eigenvalues are lying in the right half-plane. Therefore, in view 
of Theorem 2.2, these SRK methods are A-stable. Evidently, when iterating until convergence, 
the stability region of the PISRK method is given by the intersection of its convergence region 
{z: I z I < l/p(A)] and the stability region of the corrector. Hence, by virtue of the A-stability, 
we achieve that by maximizing the region of convergence, we have in fact maximized the region 
of stability. However, in actual computation, we often do not iterate until convergence, so that 
it is of interest to determine the stability regions as a function of m. 
Applying (3.1) to the model test equation, we obtain 
Yc”‘~=ey,+zily,,‘“~‘~=jZ+zA+(211)*+ ... +(A)“‘-l)ey,+(zA)“‘Y,‘“’ n 
= (zA)‘“vY,‘!y + ((I-+‘(I- (zA)‘n)e+ (zlqrnw)y,, 
Y n+, = y, + zbTY,‘“’ 
=zbT(~)m~;:; + (1 +z~~((zL~)~w+ (I-zApl(Z- (d))n)+,,. 
From (3.5) we obtain the recursion 
Kl(z) = ! wrv (zA)~w+ (I-A)-‘(Z- (z4)m)e zbT( ZAp 1 + 2bT[( ZA)” I w + (Z-,&-‘(I- (zA)m)e) ’ 
(3.5a) 
(3Sb) 
(3.6) 
Similar to the stability considerations of block PIRK methods (cf. [lo]>, the (s + 1) X (s + 1) 
matrix M,(z) will be called the amplification matrix, and its spectral radius p(M,(z)) the 
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Table 3.2 
Stability pairs (P,,(m), Pi,(m)) for various PISRK methods 
Order p m=l m=2 in=3 
4 (0.04,0.05) (0.43,0.40) (0.96, 0.53) 
6 (0.00,0.00) (0.10,0.10) (0.39, 0.40) 
8 (0.00,0.00) (0.02,0.02> (0.15, 0.16) 
10 (0.00,0.00) (0.00,0.00) (0.06, 0.06) 
m=4 m=5 
(1.52,0.42) (2.13, 0.42) 
(0.80, 0.82) (1.25, 1.28) 
(0.42, 0.42) (0.77, 0.78) 
(0.21, 0.21) (0.46,0.46) 
stability function. Notice that p(M,( z)) converges to the stability function of the corrector 
method as m + w, if z satisfies the convergence condition (3.4). 
Using the familiar definition of the real and imaginary stability boundaries P,,(m) and 
PiJm), we computed the stability pairs (P,,(m), PiJm)) as listed in Table 3.2. We observe that 
for small m, the stability of PISRK methods is rather poor, but for m >, ip (say>, the stability 
boundaries are sufficiently large for nonstiff problems. Hence, already for relatively small 
numbers of iterations, the PERK method is expected to perform stably. 
4. Numerical experiments 
In this section we report numerical results obtained by the PISRK, the PIRK and the BPIRK 
methods. The experiments were performed on a 28-digits arithmetic computer. The absolute 
error obtained at the end of the integration interval is presented in the form 10pd (d may be 
interpreted as the number of correct decimal digits (NCD)). We only compared methods of the 
same Order, so that the accuracies are more or less comparable. 
In order to see the efficiency of the PISRK, PIRK and BPIRK methods, we applied a 
dynamical strategy for determining the number of iterations in the successive steps. The 
stopping criterion is defined by 
II Yirn) - Y,‘“- ‘) II m < TOL = Chp, P-1) 
where C is a problem- and method-dependent parameter, p is the order of the corrector. 
Notice that by this criterion the iteration error has the same order in h as the underlying 
corrector. Furthermore, in the tables of results, Nseg denotes the total number of sequential 
right-hand side evaluations, Insteps denotes the total number of integration steps, k denotes the 
number of processors needed for implementation. In the first integration step, we used the 
trivial predictor formula Yi”’ = y,e. 
4.1. Fehlberg problem 
As a first numerical test, we integrate the often-used Fehlberg problem (cf. [31) 
y;(t) = 2ry,(+x(max{y,(+ 10-“}), Y1(0)=1~ 0<t<5 
Y;(f) = -aY,(t)log( max(y,(t), lo-“I), y2(0) = e, ’ ’ ’ 
(4.2) 
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Table 4.1 
Values of NCD/&, for problem (4.2) obtained by various parallel PC methods 
PC methods k p NItrpS = 100 Nsteps = 200 N,,,,, = 400 h$,p, = 800 N_ = 1600 C 
BPIRK 8 4 3.2/200 4.3/406 5.4/844 6.5/1758 7.7/3759 103 
PISRK 3 
PIRK 2 
BPIRK 18 
PISRK 5 
PIRK 3 
BPIRK 32 
PISRK 7 
PIRK 4 
BPIRK 50 
PISRK 9 
PIRK 5 
4 4.3/256 5.2/483 6.2/930 7.4/1820 8.7/3661 
4 2.7/392 4.0/842 5.2/1756 6.5/3650 7.7/7409 
6 5.4/250 7.1/533 8.9/1150 10.7/2505 12.5/5317 
6 5.9/348 8.6/637 10.2/1194 12.2/2272 14.0/4398 
6 5.2/601 7.0/1245 8.9/2542 10.7/5 199 12.5/10488 
8 8.2/293 10.3/662 12.7/1432 15.0/2985 17.5/6233 
8 8.7/439 11.9/780 14.6/1439 17.3/2706 19.6/5116 
8 7.8/774 10.2/1603 12.6/3297 15.1/6674 17.5/13 468 
10 9.9/357 12.9/787 15.9/1710 18.9/3658 22.0/7540 
10 12.2/513 13.1/913 18.8/1654 21.7/3086 23.1/5919 
10 9.9/942 12.9/1947 15.9/3973 18.9/8134 22.0/16407 
10’ 
10” 
10’ 
10’ 
103 
10’ 
10” 
10” 
10” 
10” 
10” 
with exact solution yl(t) = exp(sin(t*)), y2(t) = exp(cos(t*)>. The results listed in Table 4.1 
show that PISRK is always superior to PIRK. In the low-accuracy range, the convergence of the 
PISRK methods in the integration process is slower than that of the BPIRK methods. This may 
be explained by the fact that the stability region of the PISRK methods is not sufficiently large 
for low m-values (see Table 3.2). However, for a given stepsize, the accuracy of the PISRK 
results turns out to be higher than the accuracy of the BPIRK method, so that the efficiency of 
PISRK is at least as high as that of BPIRK. Particularly, in the high-accuracy range, the 
superiority of the PISRK methods over the BPIRK methods is evident. 
4.2. Orbit equation 
Our second example is a well-known test problem in the RK literature, viz. the orbit 
equation (cf. [5]) 
Y;(t) =Y&), Y,(O) = 1 - E, 
Y;(t) =y&), Y*(O) = 0, 
-Y I(f) 
Y>(f) = (y~(t> +Y;tt))/2 ’ ym = O, O G t =G 20, 
-Y2(f) l+E 
Y:(t)= (yf(‘)+y;(t))/2’ y4(0)= l--E ’ E=k 
r 
(4.3) 
The performance of the methods is shown by the results given in Table 4.2. Again PISRK is 
superior to PIRK, but now, the BPIRK methods are slightly more efficient than PISRK in the 
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Table 4.2 
Values of NCD/A& for problem (4.2) obtained by various parallel PC methods 
PC methods k p Nsteps = 100 N,,,,, = 200 I!JTteps = 400 Nsteps = 800 Nsteps = 1600 C 
BPIRK 8 
PISRK 3 
PIRK 2 
BPIRK 18 
PERK 5 
PIRK 3 
BPIRK 32 
PERK 7 
PIRK 4 
BPIRK 50 
PISRK 9 
PIRK 5 
4 3.0/203 4.6/404 5.0/880 6.1/1861 7.3/3924 
4 2.7/270 5.0/499 5.8/958 7.7/1880 8.9/3739 
4 3.1/441 3.7/905 4.9/1947 6.1/4000 7.3/8000 
6 4.8/237 6.8/511 8.7/l 106 10.4/2516 12.2/5185 
6 5.3/373 7.9/659 10.0/l 172 12.6/2221 14.0/4363 
6 5.0/643 7.2/1302 8.9/2637 10.5/5499 12.3/11200 
8 7.2/276 9.7/632 12.2/1382 14.7/2956 17.2/6277 
8 7.9/458 10.9/808 14.0/1436 16.6/2695 19.0/5063 
8 7.6/837 10.4/1686 12.8/3397 X.0/6845 17.3/13827 
10 9.5/265 12.8/637 16.0/1469 19.0/3187 22.1/6957 
10 9.8/538 14.1/930 17.0/1651 19.6/2990 23.9/5625 
10 9.3/926 12.8/1926 16.3/3927 19.2/8226 22.2/16532 
100 
100 
10” 
10-r 
10-r 
10-l 
10-z 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
low-accuracy range. However, in the range of high accuracy, the PISRK methods are again 
superior to the BPIRK methods. 
5. Concluding remarks 
This paper shows the performance of a special class of symmetric Runge-Kutta methods 
when they are used as corrector methods for generating parallel PC methods for nonstiff 
problems. By two examples, we have shown that for a given order p the resulting PISRK 
method is by far superior to the PIRK method (about a factor from 2 to 5). However, the 
number of necessary processors is a factor 2 - 2/p larger. This modest increase of processors 
seems to be a low price for the substantially increased efficiency. The PISRK method is roughly 
competitive with BPIRK in the low-accuracy range, but clearly more efficient in the high-accu- 
racy range. But here, it is the PISRK method that needs less processors. In fact, the number of 
processors needed by BPIRK is a factor p2/(2p - 2) larger. 
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